How to Apply: Send an email to gezici@ee.bilkent.edu.tr that provides detailed explanation about your application and includes all the related documents as attachments.

1) **Academic Excellence Award**  
   Qualification criterion: Students who have accomplished an exceptional GPA.

2) **Research Excellence Award**  
   Qualification criteria: (Published or accepted throughout his/her Bilkent life)  
   a) Journal paper  
   b) Conference proceedings  
   c) GRC presentation

3) **Senior/Voluntary Project Award**  
   Qualification criterion: Projects which have been successfully accomplished with industrial/TÜBİTAK/etc. cooperation.

4) **Entrepreneurship Award (extra curricular-)**  
   Qualification criteria:  
   a) Listed in recognized project competitions  
   b) Original Projects with outstanding achievements

5) **Voluntary Professional Activities (e.g., IEEE, Robotics Club, Engineering Society.)**  
   Qualification criteria:  
   a) Taking an active role at student clubs  
   b) Taking an active role at Professional societies and/or Institutions related to Electrical and Electronics Engineering

6) **Social Awareness and Activities Awards**  
   Qualification criteria:  
   a) Having worked for a social responsibility project within Bilkent  
   b) Having put an appreciable effort to departmental activities  
   c) Book authors  
   d) Article authors in periodicals – Including Bilkent news  
   e) Social recognition by student mass.

*If you think that you qualify for an award based on activities/achievements not listed above, please consult gezici@ee.bilkent.edu.tr*